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The Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem follows immediately from the Kruskal- 
Katona theorem. 
The theorem below appeared in [3], its extreme case was shown to be 
unique in [4], and an elegant proof was given in [6]. We will here show 
that it is an immediate corollary of the Kruskal-Katona theorem, which 
first appeared in [7], was rediscovered in [5], and has a short proof in [l]. 
THEOREM. Let k, r be integers with 1 < k < r < 2k. If F is a family 
of distinct proper subsets of cardinalities > k of the set R = {1,2,..., r} 
such that no one member of F contains another, and no two members of F 
have union R, then 
ProoJ We assume all sets of F have cardinality k. For otherwise we 
delete one element in all possible ways from the sets of F of largest 
cardinality h, for instance. This yields a new family G of sets of largest 
cardinality h - 1 with the same properties as F, and by Sperner’s lemma, 
1 G 1 3 j F ( (see [3, p. 3161 for details). 
Use C for the family of complements in R of members of F, so sets in C 
have cardinality r - k. Also let S denote the family of sets of cardinality 
r - k which are subsets of members of F. 
The case r = k of the theorem is trivial. So we suppose r > k and 
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Ask>,r- k the Kruskal-Katona theorem tells us that 
Hence 
and there is a set X in C and S. Since X is in C we have R\X in F. Since X 
is in S there is a set Yin F containing X. The sets R\X and Y have union R, 
and this contradiction settles the theorem. 
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